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NZTA Sync:
Automated Compliance 
Reminders

Increase visibility on secured assets
OVERVIEW

01
Easily bulk upload registered 
assets to Blackhawk.

02
Set a daily, weekly or monthly 
NZTA sync to determine 
which registered assets 
are non- compliant or non-
roadworthy, as a reflection 
of risk.

03
Set-up workflows to trigger 
notifications:

 → WOF/COF/license expiry
 → Change in ownership
 → Change in registration
 → Change in stolen status
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Compliance and Risk Indicators

Return On Investment
Struggling to keep on top of your vehicle fleet compliance, and getting surprises 
from the borrowers in your Ledgers? Mitigate your risk by finding out earlier in the 
cycle about tell-tale changes to your secured assets.

VISIBILITY

BENEFITS

COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Set a daily, weekly or monthly NZTA sync 
to determine which registered assets 
are non-compliant (uninsured) or non-
roadworthy.

Set up notifications and reminders. Easy 
setup with bulk import of registered 
assets.

Manage your vehicle ledger 
proactively rather than reactively:

 → Proactively manage changes in 
status of your vehicles 

 → Easier collections process
 → De-risk ‘events’ earlier with 

real-time status change 
notifications

With Blackhawk NZTA Sync, you 
have early warning insight into:

 → WOF/COF
 → Registration expiry or 

deregistration
 → Ownership changes,current 

owner change detail updates
 → Stolen vehicle status updates

Blackhawk can send notifications 
to any staff member, and or 3rd 
party providers, on any change 
in status of the WOF, Rego, 
change of ownership, change in 
registration, or stolen statuses.

It is easy to setup and cost 
effective.

Compliance Summary:

DEF456 (MERCEDES) WARNING CHECK CHECK EXCLAMATION-TRIANGLE CHECK

GHI789 (HYUNDAI) STOLEN CHECK CHECK CHECK BELL

JKL101 (TESLA) EXPIRED CHECK EXCLAMATION-TRIANGLE CHECK CHECK

ABC123 (FORD) EXPIRED EXCLAMATION-TRIANGLE EXCLAMATION-TRIANGLE CHECK CHECK

VEHICLE ID

STATUS CHANGES (THIS WEEK)

WOFSTATUS REGO. OWNERSHIP STOLEN


